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Collaborative housing – a social/housing 
innovation to adapt (!?)



Collaborative housing – a form of social 
innovation in housing

• Collaborative housing has become an increasingly important phenomenon in 
many Western and Northern European countries over the last two decades

• The growth of popularity of these projects are also part of the changes in the 
wider field of governance, reevaluating the municipal role in terms of urban 
development. 

• Residents have an increasing demand for participation and the need for custom-
made solutions

• provides an opportunity for new bottom-up models of housing construction 
(including complex refurbishments) and a more flexible approach to housing 
development

• It is also tied to city makers movements –it is a form of urban development, as it 
often reclaims unused property 



What is it?

Collaborative housing projects are manifold, but they can be defined by a 
few general characteristics:

1. they are typically non-profit, built following the initiation of the future 
inhabitants (although here we can see a growing importance of SMEs)

2. and are planned in a cooperative way 

3. it includes a variety of housing forms that operate with shared facilities, 
and/or where residents participate in the process of design.

4. This definition includes both, often interlinked, aspects of collaboration: 
that of planning (co-creation) and use (co-habitation)

5. It means a wide array of projects from building groups to co-housings -
varying between more and less business oriented endevours



What it can offer

• new possibilities to regenerate urban areas

• good tool in the hands of the local governments to regulare the real 
estate market

• Integrate disadvanataged social groups – can have postivie effect on 
the integration of migrant communities

• Provide a community with an effect on a neighbourhood level –
become a tool of neighborhood integration

• Provide partial solutions to the problems presented by aging societies



At the same time

• collaborative projects have remained largely accessible only to more 
affluent population segments – (In Denmark they are overwhelmingly 
clustered around universities)

• and it is a challenge to make them affordable for lower income 
population groups even in supporting local contexts (even for socially 
conscious models the residents are typically ”asset poor and social 
capital rich”)

• It typically takes a very long time to plan – can go up to 10 years

• The more collaborative – the more input is needed from the future 
residents – it takes a very specific group of people, who can 
participate



Supportive environment

• Active and open municipalities – also transparent

• Easier acces to land – otherwise bought up by developers

• Financial institutions ready to provide credit for financially less secure 
groups

• Appropriate housing lesiglation and structure – it has flourished in 
countries with a high share of cooperative housing and rental markets



In the CEE countries – the landscape is 
changing, but still

1. The supportive environment is lacking:

• No municipal support – more of a lip service

• no legal support

2. Strong pressure as a result of the privatized housing market:

• Buying a dwelling is the ultimate family task – an intergenerational 
cooperation

3.    Institutional and legislative barriers:

• different concept of what the role of the municipality is

• Banks are unwilling to take risk


